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Spinning Wheel Spa Checklist


Gather the following: 

Owner’s manual for your wheel (if you don’t have one, google it!)

Rags

Q-tips

Wood treatment (consult your owner’s manual)

Beeswax, vaseline, or Obenauf’s Heavy Duty LP for leather parts, if any

Ivory soap if your wheel has wooden screws

Oil pen filled with 30-weight motor oil or sewing machine oil

New driveband

New brakeband, for scotch tension wheels

New spring or rubber band, for scotch tension wheels

Screwdriver or allen wrench appropriate for your wheel


Prepare: cover your working surface with a dropcloth and remove the flyer assembly for 
your wheel.

Tighten: using the screwdriver or allen wrench, tighten up any loose screws or bolts, 
beginning at the bottom front of the wheel and working around it systematically

Clean: Use the rags to give the wheel a thorough but gentle cleaning, paying particular 
attention to any place you regularly put oil (because you are oiling your wheel regularly, 
right?). Use the q-tips to clean out the bearings in your front and rear maidens. Clean the 
spots where the footmen attach to the drive wheel. Dont forget to turn your wheel over and 
clean under the treadles.

Condition the wood: Using a clean rag, and following the instructions provided for the 
particular treatment you’re using, apply the manufacturer’s recommended wood treatment. 
Don’t put anything slippery on the grooves of your drive wheel, bobbins, or whorls though! 
If you have a Saxony wheel whose tension screw is wood, rub some Ivory soap on it to 
condition and lubricate it.




Condition the leather: You may have leather bearings in your maidens, or leather 
connecting the treadles to the footmen, or elsewhere on your wheel. Condition these with 
beeswax, vaseline, or Obenauf’s Heavy Duty LP. Don’t use neatsfoot oil or lexol as the may 
make the leather too soft to function properly.

Lubricate: Your owner’s manual will tell you exactly how and where to lubricate your wheel. 
Basically, though, you want to lubricate moving parts: the bearings that hold the flyer in the 
maidens, the flyer shaft, the drivewheel shaft, and where the footmen connect to the drive 
wheel. And not just on spa day—every time you spin!

Replace your drive band: I do this once a year or so even on my wheels that use poly 
bands, and I always see a noticeable improvement in the wheel’s performance. Cotton or 
linen drive bands should be replaced once a month if you’re using the wheel a lot. A new 
driveband will make a huge difference! Pro tip: if you use a poly band, order a new one 
when you replace it so you’ll be ready if disaster (or kitten) strikes.

Replace your brake band and tensioning spring or rubber band, if you have a scotch 
tension wheel: again, I do this once a year routinely, and when I replace it I order a new one 
so I always have one on hand.

Reassemble. 
Spin happily: you’ll feel like you have a brand new wheel!


